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1 Introduction

Several international studies (Lasky 2005; Miedema/Stam 2008; Kontopodis 2012) 
show that school organization and innovation processes are complex for various 
reasons. According to Fullan (2001), a well-known author on educational reform 
and innovation in the United States, change during an educational reform is both a 
personal and a collective experience and cannot be separated from the social context 
as it occurs in practice. Fullan states that the heart of change is that individuals 
develop new meanings in relation to innovative ideas in the context of “a gigantic, 
loosely organized, complex, messy social system that contains myriad different 
subjective worlds” (Fullan 2001, p. 92).

Fullan’s view addresses all participants in educational innovation processes: not 
only teachers or school coordinators but also students, researchers, policy-makers 
and evaluators should develop new meanings during a process of school re-organi-
zation or of broader educational reform. While the literature on so-called “teachers’ 
resistance” to innovation processes is long (cf. Sarafidou/Nikolaidis 2009; Lasky 
2005) little attention has been paid to the fact that researchers or policy-makers are 
often very resistant, as well, in changing their own ideas about the means and the 
anticipated aims of innovation processes in educational institutions. 

The following chapter explores the role that responsive organizational research 
can play in co-involving innovation-oriented researchers and teachers as active 
agents in all steps of research and innovation. Although no previous research has 
followed exactly the same path that we followed and will sketch below, the research 
work by Miedema & Stam (2008) has been of great significance for our work. In 
their study of vocational school teachers, who innovated their own teaching in the 
Netherlands, Miedema & Stam argued that conflicting beliefs and concerns between 
teachers and the principal, innovators or researchers are not just a problem, but 
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also a source for change. These conflicting ideas can function as a “source for the 
collective evaluation” of ongoing processes and result in a “change of the situation 
at hand” (Miedema/Stam 2008, p. 39).

Yet, conflicting ideas, beliefs and concerns remain often implicit, in two senses: 
a) that they are taken for evident by certain participants and thus not explained to 
and understood by others, and b) in the sense that they are silenced and never make 
their way to being expressed and discussed openly in public. However difficult it 
may be that implicit beliefs and conflicting ideas are made explicit and reflected 
upon, this process is central for individuals to develop new meanings in relation to 
innovative ideas i.e. for an innovation process to be efficient as Fullan (2001) argues.

Our research objective has been to explore – and make explicit – these implicit 
ideas and ideals about innovative processes and their organization. Before even 
asking what should be the aims or results of an innovation process – as usually action 
researchers do (cf. Dick 2004), we entered in dialogue with innovation-oriented 
teachers who are already involved in the (self-initiated) innovation at their schools 
as to understand their understandings about how an ideal innovation process should 
be organized. We aimed thus to reconstruct what innovation-oriented teachers 
think about innovation as to enter non-hierarchically in dialogue with them and 
support them in developing further their innovative work. 

The research that we will briefly present below, is of course just a first step in the 
direction of a longer-term responsive collaboration among teachers and researchers. 
The present study does not refer to teachers who are skeptical or very resistant to 
innovations. Yet, by focusing on a small sample of innovation-oriented teachers we 
aim at exploring indepth concrete cases of innovation, and take these as examples 
in proposing a broader theoretical argument about the co-involvement of teachers 
and researchers in the design and organization of responsive innovation processes 
in school. As we will see below, by applying qualitative methodology to the field of 
responsive organizational research in education:

a. researchers can undertake a clearly defined (but not hierarchically higher) 
role, and 

b. innovation-oriented teachers can become active agents in innovation and reform 
– before even innovation i.e. reform begin. 

When taking an organizational perspective, we can then also argue that implicit 
understandings and beliefs become a source for change in the above-mentioned 
sense, so that “developmental gain [is] maximized” (Van Geert 1994, p. 349). The 
focus of this chapter lays on secondary school teachers in the Netherlands – and 
not on primary, vocational or higher education staff. Netherlands has been chosen 
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as a field of research because it has a very decentralized, distributed and bottom-up 
school system, which offers teachers and researchers much more space for the work 
we aimed to do. 

2 Researching Innovative Schools in the Netherlands

Two Dutch so-called “innovative schools”, unknown previously to us, were selected 
after collecting information about various schools and contacting several of them. 
Although our study is of small scale and thus cannot be seen as “comparative”, in 
the full sense of the word, the two schools differed a lot in their innovation pro-
cesses and therefore manifested themselves as ideal fields for drawing contrasts 
and situating i.e. contextualizing our findings: 

The first school has been a so-called “innovative school” since its founding 
in 2005. The school offers the following learning paths: VMBOTL (theoretical 
pre-vocational education), HAVO (senior general secondary education), VWO 
(pre-university education). Central in this school is the question: “What is the 
learner already capable of?” Basic pillars of the education are: art and culture, 
independence, own responsibility, thematic education and digital education. In 
many different ways, the learners are brought in contact with the world outside 
the school. There are no classrooms but large open houses of learning. Two other 
characteristics of the school are that teachers develop their own teaching materials 
and that there is almost no distance between teachers and learners. 

The second school is a so-called “transformed school”. This is to say that the 
school was a traditional school at first, and that it was at some point transformed into 
an “innovative school”. The school offers the following learning paths: VMBOTL 
(theoretical pre-vocational education), HAVO (senior general secondary education), 
Atheneum (pre-university education) and Gymnasium (grammar school). A few 
teachers and educational architects envisaged the innovative ideas of the school. 
Central to the education is the cultural curriculum, which entails that art and 
culture are used to strengthen education. The three basic pillars of the school are: 
competence, autonomy and relation. This school also starts from the development 
potential of learners and employs various contemporary approaches to stimulate 
further development. The school is part of a large building, in which also the city 
library, an art-institution and an organization for mentally handicapped people 
are based. Teachers are called “experts” and they teach in large open rooms with 
a smaller room for instruction. 
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In both schools the principals i.e. headteachers suggested the teachers who would 
participate in our study after communication with them. At the first school we were 
allowed to interview three teachers and at the second school five teachers. All eight 
teachers were willing and enthusiastic to participate in the research and spoke delib-
erately about their experiences and understandings. Given the time limitations and 
the scope of this research out of the five interviews of school II, three interviews were 
chosen for deep qualitative analysis, while the rest were taken under consideration 
as “back-up” material that was used to better understand the main three interviews. 

3 Participating Teachers

The teachers whose interviews we reconstruct below had different backgrounds, 
different roles and responsibilities in their schools, as shown in Table 1 – yet all 
of them were innovation-oriented in the sense that they had a generally positive 
attitude towards change with reference to schools and education (and they were 
selected by the headteachers to participate in our research because of this). 

Tab. 1 Overview of the Teachers, Their School and Their Function(s)

School Function(s)
Teacher A I Teacher, mentor and responsible for team-meetings
Teacher B I Teacher
Teacher C I Teacher and coordinator of autonomous learning
Teacher D II Teacher and former member of the management team
Teacher E II Teacher, founder of the new school and educational architect
Teacher F II Teacher and former leader of team-meetings

Based on our interaction with him, we would describe Teacher A (school I) as a rather 
enthusiastic young man, who loved to talk about his school to us. He is around 27 
years old and is a teacher, a mentor and has the responsibility for team-meetings. 
Teacher B (school I) presented himself as a thoughtful and calm man, who seemed 
to think about everything he says, to us. He is around 50 years old. He started as a 
concierge at immediately after the founding of the school and nowadays he is a teacher. 
Teacher C (school I) looked like a rather open, enthusiastic and perfectionist woman, 
around 35 years old. She has, beside the role of teacher, also the role of coordinator 
of “autonomous learning”. In this role she thinks about the fundaments of the school 
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and the whole innovation process. She seemed to know almost everything about the 
vision of the school and the innovation process and was very enthusiastic about it.

Teacher D (school II) appeared to us as a rather enthusiastic, outgoing and emo-
tional man, around thirty years old. He loved to talk, and did not hesitate to reveal 
his experiences and feelings. In the school he has the role of teacher and mentor 
and in the past he was a member of the management team. Teacher E (school II) 
looked like a rather calm man around fifty years old. At the schools he works as a 
teacher. Furthermore he has had an important role in the design and implementa-
tion of the innovation for he is one of the founders of the education at the school. 
Teacher F (school II) appeard to us as a confident and spontaneous woman, around 
45 years old. She is a teacher and was for a few years leader of the team meetings. 

4 Data Collection & Analysis

To acquire detailed descriptions and to provide teachers with the freedom to speak 
with as few interruptions as possible, in-depth interviews were used as sources for 
our research. This sort of interviews enabled the researchers to bring up addition-
al questions in response of what the teachers were saying (cf. Zhang/Wildemuth 
2009). The interviews took place in Dutch between the first author and the research 
participants. 

A topic list was developed beforehand and was employed as a guideline for 
the conversation (Zhang/Wildemuth 2009, p. 223). In the list we put three main 
questions for the teachers:

Could you tell something about your background?
Could you describe the actual situation of the innovation process at your school?
Could you describe how an ideal innovation process should look like?

The interviews were held between October 2013 and December 2013 at the schools 
where the teachers were working. All participants signed an informed consent in 
which was stated what participation entailed and that all data would be feigned for 
purposes of anonymity. The interviews were one-to-one interviews and the teach-
ers chose a quiet place for the conversation. Depending on the time the teachers 
needed for their sharing of experiences with the innovation process and the giving 
of descriptions of the current and ideal situation, the interviews lasted around 
45 minutes. All interviews were audiotaped, with consent of the teachers, so that 
during the interview the researcher was able to focus on the conversation. Also, the 
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audiotapes gave additional information for the enrichment of the transcripts. All 
interview recordings and transcriptions have been stored in a secured environment. 
During the analysis it became clear that the audiotapes gave more insight to the 
topics too, since the questions and answers were registered. 

In this study data collection and analysis were parallel processes, which means 
that the findings determined which new data had to be collected, where and how. 
It also means that we started data analysis before the last interviews were held. 
Besides, we were flexible and open to what the field would bring and that is why in 
the process of data collection and analysis the research question were refined (cf. 
Boeije 2008). Every interview was transcribed into detail. The teachers were seen as 
“experts” in the field of innovation and their talk was analyzed following general 
principles of qualitative content analysis (Gläser/Laudel 2004). The interpretation 
process entailed the structuring of the interview into main- and sub- topics. 
Particular attention was paid on silences, noises, vocal emphasis and intonation. 

5 Understanding the Teachers’ Understandings

Overview
The main topics that were of importance to the teachers are presented in Table 2:

Tab. 2 Main Topics That Teachers Referred to in the Interviews 

 
Main topics

Teacher 
A

Teacher
B

Teacher
C

Teacher
D

Teacher
E

Teacher
F

Deliberation X X X X X X
Equal participation in  
innovation processes X X X X X X

Commitment to the future 
vision of the school and to 
the innovation process 

X X X X X X

Flexibility and openness X X X X X X
Doubts about the possibility 
of innovation processes X X X

When comparing the results of the different schools on table 2, we can see that 
most topics are common; the only difference is that the teachers of school II have 
doubts about the possibilities of innovative education, while the teachers of the first 
school do not. In the following sections we will first elaborate on the main topics 
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through exemplary extracts. After this first analysis, the different perspectives of 
teachers will be further elaborated. The coding of the transcription that is used in 
the extracts is presented in the Appendix.

6 Deliberation 

Innovation-oriented teachers understood “deliberation” (in Dutch overleg, which 
is the word that the teacher used) as a core principle in innovation processes for 
sense making, agreement, commitment and the functioning of the whole innova-
tion process. It is also of importance because, through deliberation, the various 
participants in innovative practices can learn from each other. For all teachers 
deliberation concerns all possible issues on the school level, but also issues on the 
teacher team level or the classroom level. Concretely, it means that all sit together 
to discuss subjects and questions that matter. Besides, it means that all have access 
to information about the innovation process and the innovative ideas and that this 
information is discussed among the participants. 

Deliberation is the connecting factor between all other dimensions of innova-
tion, because through deliberation everything else can be realized. For example, 
deliberation between teacher and the management shows the accessibility of the 
management, which underlines the topic “equal participation in innovation pro-
cesses”. Every teacher (from both schools) spoke in the same way about this topic 
as in the exemplary extract below: 

Extract 1
1. Docent B (B) : Want ook het curriculum heeft natuurlijk ^alles te maken 
 Teacher B (B): For the curriculum too has of course ^everything to do 

2. met van ^hoe je voor de klas [staat] en <wat 
 with ^how you [teach] 

3. wat> je doet
and <what what> you do 

4. Onderzoeker (R): [Ja] 
Researcher (R): [Yes]
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5. (.1)

6. B: Dus omdat het ook <in in> de sectie daar gedragen en overlegd wordt
B: So because <in in> is also carried out and discussed there, in the teacher team

7. R: Ja
R: Yes

8.  B: < P Dan heb je dus niet dat je daar alleen in staat P>
B: <P Then it is that you are not the only one who carries it out P>

9. R: Nee <H> Juist omdat je veel inspraak hebt of inspraak kan krijgen <H> uhh-
R: No <H> Exactly because you have a say or can have a say <H> uhh-

10. B: Ja dat alles [in overleg]
B: Yes that everything [in deliberation]

11. R: [Kan je meedenken] Ja
R: [You have a say] Yes

12. B: Bijna alles wordt ook in over^leg samen uh gevoegd. < P het overleg 
B: Almost everything is brought uh together in deliber^ation <P Discussion 

13. is natuurlijk uh ^heel belangrijk P>
of course is uh ^very important P>

(Extract from interview with Teacher B; translated by the first author)

Teacher B talks in this extract about the content of the curriculum and he explains 
what he means by curriculum: the way one teaches. He explains that for him it is 
important to deliberate about the curriculum with his teacher colleagues, for it 
brings the feeling that you work as a team and not as an individual.   

Teacher B uses several words that are interactive in nature: discussed, to have a say 
and in deliberation. The second time he uses the word “deliberation” he emphasizes 
it and at the end of the extract he explicitly says: “Discussion is of course uh ^very 
important”. We would say that the emphasis and the repetition of the same sort 
of words show that teacher B is of the opinion that deliberation is very important 
in an innovation process. With the words deliberation and have a say he refers to 
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the main topic “commitment to the future vision of the school and the innovation 
process”. This is because deliberation between the participants and the possibility 
for teachers to bring in their own ideas will stimulate commitment. 

The way teacher B talked about the topic made clear that without deliberation 
an innovation process would fail, for without deliberation there will be no commit-
ment to the future vision of the school and the innovation process. Also, without 
deliberation all participants function individually, which will hinder collective 
implementation of the innovative ideas. Furthermore it is worthwhile and fruitful 
to discuss things with each other, because you can complement each other and can 
learn from each other. Besides, like teacher B mentioned, deliberation generates a 
feeling of commitment. At the beginning of the extract, teacher B refers to delib-
eration between teachers. In the rest of the extracts he speaks about it in general, 
which indicates that in an ideal innovation process there has to be deliberation 
between all participants of the community of practice.

7 Equal Participation in Innovation Processes

Innovation-oriented teachers wish for equal participation in innovation processes 
and in the functioning of the whole school in general. This does not imply that there 
should not be any hierarchical differences at all; equal participation means that 
everyone accepts each other as equal persons who are of worth to be given atten-
tion and full participation in an innovation process. Thereby, equal participation 
guarantees that everyone has a say and that no one has the feeling that certain ideas 
are imposed. All teachers made clear that equal participation is a strong fundament 
for all the collaboration, contacts and relationships that develop in the design and 
implementation of an innovation process. If the participants do not accept each 
other as equal persons that collaborate to the common goal of a well operating 
school, then the whole innovation process will fail. Teachers from both schools 
spoke in the same way about this topic, as in the exemplary extract 2. 
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Extract 2
1.  Onderzoeker (R): Want we hadden het erover je zei ik vind informatie 

Researcher (R): We discussed it before and you said that you consider information

2. heel belangrijk en in- eh 
to be very important and in – ch 

3. vanuit de docent 
from the teachers’

4. (...) 

5. bezien 
perspective

6. (...)

7. Docent E (E): Ja ehm= 
Teacher E (E): Yes, ehm=

8. (.3,5)

9. E: Ja en dan goed- eh goede ^feedback, mensen die meekijken 
E: Yes and then good- eh good ^feedback, people that look over your shoulders

10. (.1)

11. E: [< A Feedback of wat je aan het doen bent A>]
E: [<A Feedback on what you are doing A>] 

12. R: [Ondersteuning/]
R: [Support/]

13. P: Ondersteuning ja
P: Support yes

14. (.5)
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15. E: En ^ruimte om je= eigen i^deeen kwijt eh 
E: And the ^possibility to bring eh 

16. (...)

17. te kunnen [ om te kunnen bijdragen ]
in your= own i^deas [in order to contribute]

18. R: [Ja]
R: [Yes]

19. (.2)

20. E: [En dan eh=] <H> Eh ge^zien worden, waar^dering daarvoor 
E: [And than ch=] <H> Eh being taken into a^ccount, and recog^nition for what 
you contribute 

21. R: [Oke]
R: Okay

22. (.2)

23. R: [Ja dat is ook belangrijk]
R: [Yes that is important too]

24. E: [En dat is ook de manier] manier waa^rop dat eh [gedaan wordt]
E: [And it is also the way] way in ^which it ch [has been done]

(Extract from interview with Teacher E; translated by the first author)

In this extract teacher E responds on the researcher’s comment that teacher E 
considers clear information to very important for teachers. Teacher E agrees and 
mentions several things that are required in an innovation process: (1) good feed-
back on what a teacher does, (2) support, (3) opportunities and openness to bring in 
your own ideas in order to contribute, (4) being taken into account, (5) recognition 
for what a teacher does (6) and special consideration for the way in which all this 
things are done. It seems clear that E with this list refers to the relationship between 
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management and teachers, but considering the whole interview it is plausible that 
he has all participants in mind. 

We would say that the following words: “good feedback,” “people that look over 
you shoulders,” “possibility to bring eh (….) in your= own i^deas,” “being taken 
into a^ccount, and recog^nition for that” and “way in ^which that ch [has been 
done],” according to E, cannot been seen separately from a safe and equal basis of 
contact. That he considers this equal basis to be important becomes clear out of his 
emphasizing of the words ideas, account, recognition and which. To have someone in 
your classroom is most of the time very stressful and the fact that teacher E speaks 
positively about it shows that he presupposes a safe atmosphere in an innovative 
school. Especially, because teachers at an innovative school do have to practice 
innovative ideas they are not used to and trained in. Furthermore the fact that he 
mentions explicitly that teachers should have the opportunity to bring in their own 
ideas underlines equal participation of teachers and management. It also demon-
strates that the management is approachable, has an open attitude to teachers’ input 
and takes teachers’ input seriously. The time that teacher E takes to think about his 
answers, two pauses of more than three seconds, corresponds to his thoughtful way 
of talking and theory-oriented perspective. It therefore indicates that he has a clear 
vision on how the relationship between the participants in innovation processes 
should look like. The encompassing list of conditions confirms this interpretation.

8 Commitment to the Future Vision of the School

This main topic is about the innovation-oriented teachers’ opinion that commit-
ment to the future vision of the school and to the innovation process is required in 
innovation processes. Commitment entails two things according to the teachers. 
First of all, it entails that everyone is committed to the future vision and the inno-
vation process and that all participants as a team collaborate to realize in practice 
the future vision of the school. Otherwise it is not possible to implement ideas that 
for the most of them are totally new and revolutionary. The future vision of the 
school comprises the innovative ideas that need to be implemented by teachers. 

Furthermore, commitment entails that all participants are convinced of the 
future vision of the school and if needed, defend and warrant it. This connects to 
the topics mentioned above: in an ideal innovation processes it is required that 
all participants share ideas, deliberate about the vision of the school and evaluate 
the ongoing process. This deliberation would stimulate commitment and the 
conviction that the innovative ideas are worthwhile, the incentive for successful 
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implementation of the ideas. For example, no or less communication about the 
vision and the innovation process will make the participants ignorant and will 
hinder conviction, commitment and implementation. The interviews made clear 
however that many teachers do not feel committed to the vision of the school and 
the innovation process. However, they interviewees emphasized that in an ideal 
innovation process commitment should be the case. All six teachers spoke about 
this topic, as in the following examples: 

Extract 3
1. Docent A (A): Je moet de vruchtbare grond, heb je <H> daarbij heb je dus 

Teacher A (A): You should have the fertile soil, you have <H> besides you have 

2. (...) 

3. de docenten nodig die dat aankunnen die dat eh voor elkaar kunnen krijgen <H> 
you need the teachers whom are able eh to handle it <H> 

4. maar dat doe je ^absoluut samen
however you ^definitely do it together

5. (.3)

6. Onderzoeker (R): Dus en met wie, wat bedoel je samen wie wie 
Researcher (R): So and with whom, what do you mean with together whom whom

7. zie je dan zegmaar daar als partijen in
do you view, say, as partners in

8. (.2,5)

9. A: Alle-
A: Every-

10. (.1)

11. A: Iedereen hier op school 
A: Everyone at this school
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12. (...)

13. R: Dus alle betrokkenen
R: So all the ones involved

14. A: Ja
A: Yes

15. (.1)

16. A: Alle collega’s (...) en niet zozeer dus de collega’s van de= eh (...) de docenten
A: All the collegues (…) and not just the collegues of the= eh (…) the teachers

17. alleen, maar ook de 
only, but also the

18. administratie, ook de directie ook 
administration, also the management too

19. (...)

20. onderwijswijsondersteunend eh ja Echt iede^reen
the support staff eh yes Absolutely every^one

21. (.3)

22. A: Dat hebben we wel echt hier ^moeten doen 
A: That is what we really ^needed to do here

23. (.3)

24. A: Eh te krijgen waar we nu zijn
A: Eh to be where we are now

(Extract from interview with Teacher A; translated by the first author)
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Teacher A tells in this extract that an innovation process is a collective instead of 
an individual process. He explains comprehensively whom he considers as partic-
ipants in this process. By three times mentioning the word everyone, the last time 
with emphasis, teacher A stresses that really everyone has to be committed to the 
vision of the school and the innovation process. He underlines this by the frequent 
use of adverbs like also, only and absolutely. With everyone he refers directly to the 
teachers, management and support staff. In line with the rest of his interview and 
the interviews with the other teachers, it can be concluded that parents, learners 
and others participants in innovation processes do also belong to what teacher A 
names everyone. We would say that behind the word everyone lays his conviction 
that everyone is equal, needed and of the same worth. 

His use of the word also shows that this it is not usual that really all employees 
of a school are seen as participants in innovation processes. The way in which he 
spoke about this topic gave us the feeling that he wanted to defend the idea that all 
participants need to be committed and not just the teachers. His words “however 
you ^definitely do that together” confirm this idea. He explains in the extract why 
commitment of all participants is important: “That is what we really ̂ needed to do 
here” and “Eh to be where we are now”. Out of these words we conclude that E is of 
the opinion that commitment to the future vision of the school and the innovation 
process are required for successful implementation of the innovative ideas. 

Extract 4
1. F: [Nou ja, kijk ik] ik ik denk dat een ̂ voorwaarde, maar geldt volgens mij voor

F: [Well, look I] we I think that it is a ^condition, but that applies to 

2. ^alles wat je wilt uitdragen,
^everything you want to convey,

3. kijk je moet natuurlijk de over^tuiging hebben=/ <H> de overtuiging moet je 
wel ^hebben 
well, of course you need the con^viction=/ <H> the conviction you should ̂ have

4. (...)

5. dat je het ^goede aan het doen bent
that you are doing the ^right things

6. (...)
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7. R: Ja
R: Yes

8. F: En dat mag op zich wel met vallen en ^/opstaan denk ik= <H> maar eh 
F: that is allowed by trial and ^/error we think= <H> although eh 

9. dat is een beetje zeg maar
that is a bit, say (Literally: by falling down and ^/rising up)

10. dat gemeenschappelijke ^doel, je moet wel weten waar je naar toe werkt 
that common ^goal, you have to know towards which point you are working 

11. met el^kaar <H> en als dat dan gaat met ^hobbels oke= so be it, maar 
with each ^other <H> and if it goes with ^challenges okay= so be it, but

12. (...)

13. je moet die over^tuiging wel blijven ^houden 
you have to ^keep that con^viction 

14. R: Ja
R: Yes

15. F: Als die er niet meer zit, dan eh <H> ja dan dan dan ^landt het ook niet meer 
F: When the conviction is not there anymore, then eh <H> yes then then then it 
will not reach the participants

(Extract from interview with Teacher F; translated by the first author)

Teacher F says that it is required in an innovation process that the participants are 
convinced about the vision of the school and the innovative ideas. In another part 
of the interview she explains that all employees of a school are part of the team 
that collaborates in an innovation process. Teacher F’s opinion that conviction it 
important becomes clear by the fact that she mentioned the word conviction twice: 
“the con^viction=/ <H> the conviction”. The extension of the word the first time 
and the fact that she spoke with rising intonation confirm this interpretation. In 
accordance with the rest of the interview with teacher F it is plausible that she implies 
with “the ̂ right things” that the whole team is convinced of the vision of the school. 
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Behind this lies the implicit idea that conviction of the vision and the innovation 
process is required in order to convey the innovative ideas and to implement them.

The words convey and to have the conviction are active and passionate in nature. 
This gives us the idea that teacher F is of the opinion that the vision has to be in all 
participants’ hearts. So they would be willing to implement the innovative ideas 
actively. The word “con^viction” also shows that participants need to convicted 
about the vision and that only full commitment is possible and desirable. Without 
a great conviction and full commitment implementation is impossible.

According to teacher F an innovation process is a process of trial and error, which 
indicates that it is a dynamic process. This understanding is reflected in the main 
topic “flexibility and openness” too. On the one hand, there has to be the oppor-
tunity to learn from difficulties and to develop during the innovation process. On 
the other hand, teacher F believes that you have to guarantee the conviction and 
involvement. The emphasizing of the word “̂ keep” supports this interpretation. 
The emphasis also makes clear that teacher F considers the possibility to lose the 
conviction, with the following as a result: “then it won’t reach the ones involved.” 
The extract thus makes clear that in educational innovation all participants need 
to be convinced of the future vision of the school. Besides, this conviction needs 
to be guaranteed.

9 Flexibility and Openness

All the six innovation-oriented teachers spoke as well about the importance of 
flexibility and openness in innovation processes. The teachers explicated two points 
in the context of this main topic. First of all, they state that an ideal innovation 
process should not be a fixed and static process, because stagnation in innovation 
processes means decline instead of further development. In an innovation process 
there have to be flexibility to review and adjust things according to new insights. 
This required flexibly results from teachers urge to learn from the previous process, 
from faults and new insights. Secondly, the teachers emphasized that there need to 
be openness among all participants to new insights and ideas of other participants. 
For the teachers openness entails the following: (1) teachers’ input is always taken 
seriously, (2) every participant is open-minded to new ideas and (3) every participant 
is trusted to bear his own responsibility. In practice, the teachers made clear, there is 
controlled autonomy, for some people bear prime responsibility and have a leading 
role. So openness does not mean total freedom for teachers and other participants. 
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As a result of flexibility and openness there will be, according to the teachers, 
more commitment to the school innovation process. Teacher F spoke in this context 
about enlargement of ownership. Teachers should not be completely subordinated 
to the innovation process. Rather they need to have a sort of autonomy within the 
process. The teachers made clear that the feeling of being taken seriously enhances 
the willingness to innovate. Teachers are thus both part of the whole and of indi-
vidual importance.

The below presented extract 5 of the interview with teacher C is exemplary for 
all teachers’ understanding that an educational innovation process is a dynamic 
process in which there has to be flexibility to review and adjust things according 
to new insights. 

Extract 5
1. Docent C (C): Dus <ik kan, ik kan > us ̂ hier wel in vinden omdat het vooral uhm 

Teacher C (C): So <I do, we do> agree with ^this, because it particularly uhm

2. (...) 

3. voor mij eigenlijk dat je 
for us that you 

4. gaande^weg steeds <H> nieuwe ^inzichten op doet en daar ook
gradual^ly gain more <H> new ^insights and with these insights

5. (.1)

6. C: daar ^echt mee aan de ^slag gaat
C: you ^really start ^working with them 

7. (.1)

8. C: En dus wel 
C: And thus certainly 

9. (...) 

10. een ^beetje nieuwe betekenis geeft aan 
give a ^litte new meaning to
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11. (...) 

12. < P wat je voor^af hebt bedacht P> < WH dat je WH >
<P what you had in mind be^fore P> WH that you WH>

13. (.1)

14. C: Je stelt steeds ^bij=, Ja
C: You constantly ad^just= Yes

(Extract from interview with Teacher C; translated by the first author)

Teacher C responds in this extract to the comparison of innovating with painting. 
While painting you combine and change things that are already available with as 
a purpose to create new meaning. She agrees with this comparison, because in 
an innovation process you gain new insights that should be anticipated. By this, 
teacher C makes clear than an innovation process is not a fixed process, but a 
dynamic process.

Teacher C states that “gradual^ly” more and new insights are gained, so for her 
the acquisition of new insights in inherent to innovation processes. We would say 
she emphasizes the word gradually, because not just the gaining of insight is of 
ultimate importance. It is about “̂ really start ̂ working with them”. The emphasis 
on the words really and working exemplifies that teacher C argues for anticipation 
on new insights. She and the other teachers made clear that during an innovation 
process you can learn from things that did not brought the expected outcome. That 
is why an innovation process is process of trial and error. 

Flexibility is of importance to teacher C, because it is difficult in an innovation 
process to constantly adjust and evaluate, while so many things change. It is demands 
flexibility of the participants, but openness to new ideas too. Although not mentioned 
explicitly in the extract, teacher C hinted in the interview that adjustment to new 
insights is not usual in innovation processes. Flexibility and openness have thus to 
be given or created by for example the principal. The principal, as a supervisor of the 
whole innovation process, is responsible for the process of trying out, evaluation and 
adjustment to new ideas. Likewise, the teachers have the responsibility to be critical, 
open and flexible. This whole process of trial, error and looking for new insights, 
in which every participant bears responsibility, has to take place “constantly”. So 
in an innovation process participants need to be critical on the current ideas and 
process, and have to be open to change and development. 
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10 Differences Between the Schools & Doubts About the 
Innovation Processes

The topics discussed above reflect the innovation-oriented teachers’ understandings 
on an ideal innovation process, which we interpret as necessary and important 
conditions for an ideal innovation process to take place. Contrasting the inter-
views with each other revealed however that the context of innovation processes, 
influences teachers’ perspectives. Teachers D, E and F from school II are personally 
enthusiastic about innovative education. However, they have more or less negative 
experiences with the innovation process. Therefore they doubt on the practical 
possibility of innovation processes to really be implemented and take place in 
practice. Eventually this is the case, because school II is a transformed school and 
it is far more difficult to transform a traditional school into an innovative school 
than it is to set up an innovative school from the beginning. 

Thus the three teachers of school II raised concerns about the possibilities of 
educational innovation processes. Teachers D, E and F experience that almost 
each of the previously discussed dimensions is missing at their school. Therefore, 
they tentatively doubt on the possibilities of innovation processes in general. For 
example, they argue that the pressure to achieve high exam rates makes it difficult 
to hold the innovative ideas, because the implementation of these ideas often does 
not bring immediately the desired rates. 

Although all three teachers seem to doubt on the possibilities for innovation 
to take place, teacher F understands the complexity of innovation processes as 
a challenge. Teacher D and E on the contrary, are more pessimistic and demon-
strate that they are of the opinion that innovation processes are hardly possible. 
We present two extracts that exemplify the difference in the teachers’ degree of 
doubts. The first extract of the interview with teacher F comes from a more positive 
perspective and the second extract of the interview with teacher D comes from a 
more negative perspective.

Extract 6
1. Docent F (F): Dit dit dit is de lijn die we gaan volgen/ 

Teacher F (F): This this this is the line we are going to pursue/

2. (...) 

3. alleen nog maar de focus ^hierop 
we focus solely on ^this
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4. (...) 

5. niet meer ^allerlei tig dingen <H> ehm
not on ^all sort of all things <H> ehm

6. (...) 

7. ^aanhalen zegmaar ^uitzetten <H> waardoor je dus ook vaak ^halve dingen 
^attract say ^expand <H> with as a result that you get ^half things 

8. krijgt weet je 
you know

9. hoe meer je op je bordje krijgt hoe eh minder goed je het gaat doen. 
the more you have to do eh the less good you do it 

10. (.4)

11. Onderzoeker R (R): Maar dat komt bijna een beetje ̂ over, dat bedoel ik niet negatief 
Researcher R (R): But it ap^pears to me, not te be negative, 

12. F: Nee, hoeft ook niet,
F: No, that is not necessary

13. R: Dat het het bijna niet te behappen is wat je- als je zeg maar <H> de de de
R: That it is hardly manageable what you, when you say <H> the the the 

14. onderwijsvisie van de school 
vision of the school

15. helemaal in de praktijk wil brengen omdat het ^zo veel vraagt dat je echt bijna 
denkt van eh-
practice completely, because it demands ̂ so much that you are almost thinking eh- 

16. F: Nou, dat is ook heel lastig en ik denk dat dat een e^norme uitdaging is en 
F: Well, it is really difficult and we think that it is a ^huge challenge and 

17. ik denk ^wel <H> dat eh= dat 
we think ^so <H> that eh= that
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18. we het ^kunnen, in zoverre dat je dus <H> ehm (...) Nouja, en dat is eigenlijk
we can ^do it, insofar that you thus <H> ehm (…) Well, and that is 

19. pre^cies het proces waarin we ^nu 
e^xactly the process in which we are ^now

20. zitten/ zeg maar
say 

(Extract from interview with Teacher F; translated by the first author)

Teacher F tells in this extract about the actual situation at school two. During the 
innovation process a change in focus has been made: from a focus on the imple-
mentation of a lot of innovative ideas to a focus on one straight and clear shape. This 
change was necessary because of a negative evaluation from the Dutch Inspectorate 
of Education, due to poor exam rates. Another reason for this change is that the 
teachers had to implement to many innovative ideas at the same time, leading to 
teachers’ delivering of half measures. Teacher F says in regard to this: “the more 
you have to do eh the less good you do it”. We intervened the conversation and 
brought in that the way she talks about the situation at her school gave us the feeling 
that she considers it hardly possible for teachers to deal with the complexity and 
dynamics of innovation processes. She recognized this, but nuanced it immediately 
by saying that “it is a ^huge challenge” and by expressing confidence that on her 
school they are able to “̂ do it”.

I would say that this extract reveals a contrast in teacher F’s thinking. On the one 
side, she is positive about the change in focus, which is expressed by her emphasizing 
of the words “only the focus on ^this,” “not on ^all sort of all things” and “̂ half 
things”. The emphasis indicates that she was not happy with the previous situation 
in which the teachers had to implement to many innovative ideas at the same time. 
The tone with which she spoke these words confirms our interpretation, because 
it was negative and it showed a bit of tiredness. The Inspectorate of Education 
demanded the change of focus in order to gain better exam results. We conclude 
from this, that it seems to be impossible for a school to implement innovative ideas 
and comply at the same time with the restrictions of the Inspectorate of Education. 
Although not said explicitly in this extract, the change of focus entails for teacher 
F that some of the innovative ideas should be abandoned and this is something 
that she in another part of the interview really regrets. 
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Teacher F thus experiences a gap between the innovative ideas on the one side, 
and practical problems teachers experience and the restrictions of the Inspectorate 
of Education on the other side. This gap makes here doubt about the possibilities of 
innovation processes. Despite all this, she understands the difficulties as a challenge. 
She is convinced that “we can ̂ do it,” as showed by her emphasis on the word “̂ do”. 
Her use of the word we reflects the earlier mentioned commitment of the second 
main topic. We would say that she refers with the word it to the right balance be-
tween the maintenance of the school’s vision, and the teachers’ manageability of 
the implementation and the restrictions of the Inspectorate of Education. 

It seems that teacher F is of the opinion that in innovation processes there are 
three objects that at the same time need to be realized optimally. This she considers 
hardly possible, while how she wants to “̂ do it” remains unclear. In our opinion 
teacher F does not say anything about this, because she does not yet know how to 
do it. The lack of concrete ideas about the balancing of all three elements confirms 
our interpretation that teacher F doubts about the possibility innovation processes. 

Extract 7
1. Docent D (D) : Nouja, maar het vervelende- ja, nou oke, d-, d-, d- maar t- t-

Teacher D (D): Well, but what is irritating- yes well okay, d-, d-, d- but t- t- 

2. werkt ^zeker, alleen t-, t-, t- vraag ik us af of 
works for ^sure t-, t-, t-, we only wonder if

3. er ̂ ooit de omstandigheden zullen waar^door het gaat werken omdat die ̂ heel
there ^ever would be the circumstances ^which make it work for the are ^very

4. eh= ja hoe noem je dat eh ehm 
eh= yes how do you say it eh ehm

5. fra^gide zijn
fra^gile

(Extract from interview with Teacher D; translated by the first author)

In this extract teacher D responds on a remark from the researcher that she would like 
to hear all sorts of his experiences with the innovation process. Teacher D responds 
that “it” works “for ^sure”. With the word it he refers to the implementation of the 
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vision of the school. He however wonders if there ever will be the circumstances 
that stimulate successful implementation. In another part of the interview teacher 
D describes the desired circumstances for innovative education. He for example 
states that excellent and competent teachers need to be selected, which are capable 
to implement the innovative ideas. This selection of teachers is required, because 
innovation processes demand a lot of teachers. Furthermore teacher D explains 
that the circumstances are “fra^gile”. We would say that he with the use of this 
word refers to the complexity of innovation processes.

There seems to be a contradiction in teacher D’s words. On the one hand, he 
states that the implementation of innovative ideas works “for ̂ sure”. His emphasis 
on the word sure shows that he is convinced of possibility of successful implemen-
tation of innovative ideas. On the other hand, teacher D expresses his doubts about 
the possibilities of innovation processes. That he is really doubtful becomes clear 
by the way he speaks about his doubts and by the emphasizing of four words in 
the same phrase: “̂ ever,” “̂ which,” “̂ very” and “fra^gile”. The word ever stresses 
this doubting too. Although his words show a contradiction, we would say that for 
teacher D there is no contradiction. He is very enthusiastic about educational inno-
vation processes and he would like innovation process to be successful. Practical 
experience casts however doubts about the possibility of it. 

11 Envisaging School Research and Innovation as One 
Activity System

In this study we explored innovative secondary school teachers’ understandings 
of an ideal educational innovation process. We looked closely to six cases of inno-
vation-oriented teachers from two different schools. The purpose of the study was 
to gain a first insight in those teachers’ understandings and situate them in two 
quite different school contexts – before even starting up any larger scale research 
and/or an intervention project. The analysis of the interviews with the six teachers 
revealed four dimensions that according to all teachers are important and required 
in innovation processes: (1) deliberation, (2) equal participation in innovation 
processes, (3) commitment to the vision of the school and the innovation process 
and (4) flexibility and openness.

Teachers’ understandings are in line with a general model that has since long time 
been proposed in the field of Cultural-Historical Activity Theory (cf. Engeström 
1987, 2008), while they also shed new light on particular aspects of it: According to 
activity theory in every activity system there is an intrinsic relationship between a 
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subject and an object as well as further components, which are variable, can change 
and influence each other as manifested in Figure 1. 

Fig. 1 The Activity System Model With Its Components (Engeström 1987, p. 78)

When taking research and innovation as the activity, we can define the gener-
ation and implementation of innovative ideas as the object. The subjects are the 
researchers and the teachers (as well as others involved in innovation e.g. students, 
policy-makers, managers, evaluators etc.). The community is broader and includes 
the principal, support staff (for example concierges), parents and associated or-
ganizations (for example art galleries and libraries). The tools i.e. the artifacts 
that mediate the subject-object-relation, are for example a time schedule, teacher 
support, educational theories, research methods or a new layout of the classrooms. 
The rules are the principles, values and norms that give structure to the activity 
and to the interaction among the various parts of the system. The division of labor 
entails the roles, tasks and responsibilities that are divided between the members 
of the community (cf. Miedema/Stam 2008). 

Not always though, teachers and researchers (i.e. further participants) have ex-
actly the same objectives; it can often be the case that they are not part of the same 
activity system but of different activity systems which even work in opposition to 
each other (cf. Ortmann 2009). This is exactly the reason why responsive research in 
education is needed. The above-presented results give insights in how, according to 
the teachers, an ideal innovation process should look like. Responsiveness to these 
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insights can be seen as an essential condition for the teachers and researchers to 
interact and strive towards a collective activity.

When envisaging an innovation process as one activity system (in which 
innovation-oriented teachers and researchers jointly participate), “deliberation” 
is necessary for sense making, agreement, commitment and the functioning of 
the whole innovation process. Concretely, this concerns the division of labor and 
implies that all participants sit together to deliberate about topics and questions 
that matter and that they all have access to the relevant information. Deliberation 
is of importance to the teachers, because it enables them to be co-authors of the 
innovative ideas and co-designers of the innovation process – thus gives them a 
strong motive for the realization of the innovative ideas (cf. Miedema/Stam 2008).

The second condition, “equal participation in innovation processes” can be seen 
as a strong fundament for every contact and relationship at school. Specifically, 
when talking about innovation, it entails that everybody is taken seriously and 
has a say. In terms of activity theory, equal participation can be seen as one of the 
most important “rules” for an innovation system to work. It is well discussed in the 
relevant literature (Lasky 2005; Sarafidou/Nikolaidis; Van Veen/Sleegers 2006) how 
innovation processes fail because teachers have the feeling that innovative ideas 
are imposed on them and that they feel involved only in the implementation and 
not in the design of innovation.

The third condition, “commitment to the future vision of the school” is about 
the object of innovation, which should not just be common among the various 
participants but also materialize their strong motivation for change. The innova-
tion-oriented teachers indicate that it is important that all participants are con-
vinced of the vision of the school and if needed, defend and warrant it. According 
to Miedema & Stam (2008), commitment and conviction result in teachers’ striving 
towards the optimal realization of the innovative ideas and prevents resistance. 

The fourth condition is about the importance of “flexibility and openness” in an 
innovation process. This idea of the teachers is in accordance with the understanding 
of an innovation process being a dynamic activity system – which however clear the 
object might be, still is open to change and can even be completely re-configured. 
This dynamic dimension cannot be very well depicted in the model above, since it 
might entails that one activity system may lead to a new activity system at some point. 
According to the innovation-oriented teachers openness entails the following: (1) 
teachers’ input is always taken seriously, (2) every participant is open-minded to new 
ideas and (3) every participant is trusted to bear his own responsibility. Flexibility 
and openness thus reflect the balance between the individual interest and mean-
ing development and the interest of the community i.e. the processes of collective 
meaning development and sharing of meaning. According to Ng (2009) innovation 
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has “system-wide effects on human relationships, everyday educational practices 
and outcomes” (Ng 2009, p. 24), because in the activity system of an innovation all 
the components and their relationships to each other can fundamentally change.

By viewing research and innovation processes as one and the same activity system 
the dynamics of responsive innovational processes can be identified. By applying 
qualitative research methods as exemplified above, innovation-oriented teachers’ 
understandings about ideal innovation processes can be revealed and employed as 
a vital aspect of the complex and dynamic activity system of responsive research, 
organization and innovation at school. In such a perspective teachers and research-
ers are jointly seen as subjects of innovation processes and teachers are not simply 
regarded as implementers of top-down policy reforms or research-generated ideas. 
Viewing teachers just as implementers undermines their autonomy, participation 
and involvement.

It is even more important to follow such an approach, when as in the second 
school example, there are doubts, contradictions and tensions – which in our per-
spective are a source of development and may lead to a redefinition of the object 
of an activity or a reconfiguration of the whole activity system (cf. Ng 2009). The 
three teachers from school II referred to their doubts and to their rather negative 
experiences with the innovation process at their school. For example, the teachers 
mention the tensions resulting from trying to maintain at the same time the vision 
of the school and to comply with the restrictions of the Inspectorate of Education. 
This is exemplary for the complexity and the dynamics of the infrastructure of 
innovation processes and the resulting resistance described in the literature (Fullan 
2001; Lasky 2005). How to turn such tensions into a source for development and 
change? It is a particular interesting result that, according to the three teachers of 
school II, it is hardly possible to transform an existing school into an innovative 
school. It is rather easier to establish a new school from point zero – at least in the 
context of the Netherlands. This is a first finding that is not yet reflected in the lit-
erature and should be further explored in future research – especially with regard 
to the role that responsive research may play in such different contexts. 

The study we present here is indeed small and limited, and we cannot argue 
that our results are generalizable or representative for other Dutch schools. Yet the 
data are “examples for the illumination and development of a broader theoretical 
argument” (Kontopodis 2012, p. 8) and manifest how – even in difficult or tensed 
fields – responsive school-organizational research can create a fruitful ground for 
innovation processes to take place as to reach objectives that are understood as 
such by all the subjects of innovation. This can be achieved by exploring teachers’ 
understandings. 
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Most studies in the field of educational innovation are quantitative and lack this 
insight (cf. Geijsel et al. 2001; Könings et al. 2007; Van den Berg/Ros 1991; Van Veen/
Sleegers 2006; Zimmerman 2006). Qualitative methods seems more suitable for 
gaining an in-depth insight into teachers’ understandings and rendering them explicit 
i.e. turning them to a source for further organizational change and development. 
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Appendix 1

Codes for transcription (Edwards/Lampert 1993, pp. 88-89; Kontopodis 2012, p. 102)

[text] text articulated simultaneously by the interviewer and 
interviewee  
E: [< A Feedback of wat je aan het doen bent A>] 
E: [<A Feedback on what you are doing A>]  
R: [Ondersteuning/] 
R: [Support/]

<text> stammer, the repeat of the initial letters of words 
<in in>

(…) pause lasting less than 1 second

(.1), (.2), etc. pause lasting several (number) seconds

<H> inhalation
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word= prolonged sound of word 
Docent E (E) Ja ehm=  
Teacher E (E): Yes, ehm=

^word word pronounced more loudly than the rest of the rest of 
the utterance

/sentence sentence becoming gradually louder

<P text P> softly articulated passage (piano, soft)

<A test A> rapid speech (allegro)

<WH text WH> whispered speech


